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PREFACE

Dynamic Service Composition gains significant momentum in
industry as a means to develop higher level services, so-called composite
services by combining functionality provided by individual or atomic
services. The primary feature of dynamic service composition is its ability
to compose services at run time taking into account the unprecedented
changes in business processes. That is, in dynamic service composition,
the planning of tasks that are capable of fulfilling a given business process,
discovery of concrete services for implementing various tasks, selection
of services based on non-functional characters and invocation are taking
place in run time.

Dynamic service composition is complex as it has to deal with two
conflicting aspects namely changing business requirements (which imply
that composite services are created based on run-time demands) and steady
growth of services in the Web with frequent update of service interfaces.
The aspects/issues which affects dynamic service composition include
planning at runtime, similarity (or compatibility) demands, composability
among services, automation of discovery, high retrieval accuracy,
optimization of discovery, selection of best services based on Quality of
Service (QoS), optimization of selection, substitutability of services when
a service fails at its invocation, transactional support, handling run-time
faults and errors, etc. Though different aspects of dynamic service
composition are handled by several existing approaches, according to our
survey, the issues, namely, accomplishment of disparate similarity demands
of client applications, efficient method of decomposing QoS constraints
to tasks of combinational workflows having execution patterns such as
AND, OR, Loop, etc., difficulties in constructing queries while discovering
services, efficient methods for optimizing the performance of discovery
and selection are still open.

This book contributes a set of methods to address the thus said open
issues of dynamic services composition. The objective of the book is to
provide a set of methods that computationally optimizes the performance
of discovery and selection processes of semantic services considering the
similarity demands, QoS demands and difficulties in constructing queries
using efficient techniques. Firstly, this book proposes new level Degree of
Match (DoM) for expressing semantic relations among concepts by



extending the existing levels to get high retrieval accuracy as well as to
provide a means to clients to express their required level of similarity
demands. These levels form the essentials/base of the proposed methods
for optimizing discovery and selection. Also, the fine split in DoM provides
better control in incorporating the required similarity demands and
facilitates the delivery of ranked list of discovered services. Secondly, the
book addresses the issues related to performance optimization of discovery
process using two different complementary techniques, namely, clustering
and indexing. These two techniques gain importance for the following
reasons. Clustering services into different groups by functional
characteristics forms the basis for any kind of analysis or service mining
and hence it becomes mandatory in SOC based development. Appropriate
indexing of services help in eliminating semantic matching process (time-
consuming) entirely during runtime. Thirdly, the book handles the issues
related to performance optimization of selection using three mechanisms
namely a new method of decomposing QoS constraints that handles
combinational workflows, multi-threaded model to select appropriate
services for different tasks simultaneously and indexing of QoS properties
of services. Fourthly, the book gives relaxation to consumers when they
have difficulties in constructing their queries with suitable ontologies, by
providing WordNet (a generic ontology) based similarity method with
provision to adjust the accuracy of the method to meet customer similarity
demands.

The proposed methods are implemented in a prototype.  The prototype
has been tested with a set of major objectives related to the central issues
taken. Test data for various objectives are constructed. Appropriate
evaluations measures are chosen to analyze the results of experimentation.
The accuracy of results of the proposed methods is compared with the
results of standard methods. From the experimentation results with
constructed test collections, the proposed methods are found to yield very
good time characteristics at the same time fulfilling similarity demands,
QoS demands and tackling difficulties in constructing queries. The book
elaborately discusses the experimental set-ups, practical parameters, results,
etc. and recommends better approaches for handling discovery and
selection. The presented prototype serves as a useful template/asset to
service oriented community. Further, the minimum time consumption of
the proposed methods makes the methods more suitable to applications
having dynamic needs.

AUTHORS
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Chapter

INTRODUCTION
1

‘If we knew what it was we were doing, it would not be called
research, would it?’  — Albert Einstein

Service Oriented Computing (SOC) plays a vital role in deciding
agility and responsiveness of business organization by promoting the
development of enterprise applications in the form of interoperable and
reusable services which can be accessed by required consumers. SOC
implements complex business applications through service composition
where more than one services are combined in a specific pattern. Dynamic
demands of business bring dynamism in composition. Dynamic service
composition has to deal with two conflicting requirements, namely,
changing requirements of business processes and availability of several
services with their constant updates. This chapter sets the context of the
book, dynamic service composition and its key issues.

1.1 SERVICE ORIENTED ARCHITECTURE AND
SERVICES

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is an architectural style for
building business applications in the form of interoperable and reusable
services. A Service is a self contained, autonomous, loosely coupled,
interoperable software component that implements particular business
functionality. It has well defined interface and the interface is independent
of its implementation. SOA can be implemented using various technologies
such as Jini, Remote Procedure Call (RPC), Common Object Request

1



2 Research Techniques in Discovery and Selection of Semantic Services

Broker Architecture (CORBA), Distributed Component Object Model
(DCOM), web services, etc. Among various technologies, web services is
extensively used for implementing SOA as it uses the universally existing
protocol, Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) for transportation and
simple text based eXtensible Markup Language (XML) protocol for
interoperability. Moreover, HTTP communications are not blocked by
firewalls. Web services uses three fundamental XML based open standards,
namely, Web Service Description Language (WSDL) for describing
interfaces of services, Universal Description Discovery and Integration
(UDDI) for publishing and discovering services and Simple Object Access
Protocol (SOAP) for exchanging messages. The standards associated with
web services architecture were detailed in [1].

When SOA is implemented in planned manner, developing a new
enterprise system becomes a matter of assembling existing services rather
than developing the application from scratch. SOA helps business
organizations in developing new enterprise systems by reusing/assembling
the existing services, integrating legacy systems, accessing various data
instantly and focusing on customer needs rather than developing
technological solutions. It helps businesses in achieving competitive edge
and acts as a crucial factor in deciding the responsiveness (and hence
success) of an organization.

1.2 SERVICE COMPOSITION

In view of the benefits of SOA, business organizations adopt SOA
for their technological solutions. Business organizations develop their
business processes in the form of interoperable, loosely coupled, reusable
services and publish them for use. Despite several services published in
the Web for use, each service has a limited functionality. Hence, a complex
business process may not be fulfilled by a single service itself. SOA
promotes the development of such complex business requirements through
service composition. Service composition is the process of combining more
than one atomic or individual services in specific pattern in order to
accomplish a given business requirement. Typically, service composition
takes place with several services from different domains in four phases,
namely, planning, discovery, selection and execution [2] as given in Fig.
1.1. For example, while implementing a travel package plan, services from
different domains such as flight booking, hotel booking, cab booking, etc.
are combined.
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1.2.1 Planning

In planning the abstract tasks involved in a business process and
their order of execution are identified. Each task represents an abstract
function having input and output parameters. Typically, tasks and the order
of execution of tasks are represented as workflow. An example of workflow
which represents the query, Book an appointment with a cardiologist in a
hospital located in a particular location and book a vehicle to reach the
hospital is given in Fig. 1.2.

The workflow given in Fig. 1.2 contains tasks, namely,
‘Find_Hospital’, ‘Find_Cardiologist’, ‘Book_Appointment’,
‘Check_for_Ambulance’, ‘Book_Cab’ and ‘Book_Ambulance’. In Fig.
1.2, ‘OS’ and ‘OJ’ indicate OR Split and OR Join of an OR execution
pattern respectively. As shown in Fig. 1.2, the tasks, T1, T2, T3 and T4 are
executed in sequence. After the execution of T4, either T5 or T6 will be
executed. Like OR pattern, a workflow may contain other patterns such as
AND, XOR, Loop [3] etc.

Fig. 1.1: Overview of service composition

Service Composition

1. Planning
2. Discovery
3. selection
4. execution

ResultService client

Higher level
functionality

Fig. 1.2: An example for the workflow

Book_
Appointment (T3)

Book_Ambulance (T6)

Book_Cab (T5)

OJ

Find_
Hospital (T1)

Find_
Cardiologist (T2)

OS

Check_for_
Ambulance (T4)
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The published services which have input and output parameters
similar to that of a query are taken as the matched services of the query.
Discovery refers to the process of finding matched services for a query (or
task in a workflow) based on functional characteristics. The process of
discovery process is shown in Fig. 1.3.

1.2.3 Selection

The Quality of Service (QoS) characteristics of services refer to non-
functional attributes such as response time, availability, latency, etc. of
services [4]. The non-functional attributes of services gain more importance
while selecting services for composition as users tend to query such as
Find a Malaysian Tour planning service with QoS constraints: response
time < = 1000 and availability > 85% and QoS preferences: 80%
preference to availability and 20% preference to cost.

The QoS demands of an application arise based on the nature of the
application and hence the demands vary from client to client. In view of
the QoS requirements of clients, service providers tend to offer services
with same function but having QoS characteristics. Very frequently
corresponding to each task in a workflow many services (which may be
provided by either same or different providers) offering the same function
of that task with different QoS attributes will be available. The services

1.2.2 Discovery

Service providers publish their services along with links to service
descriptions (i.e., interface files). The functional characteristics (i.e., input
and output parameters) of services are described in service descriptions.
When a user submits a request in the form of a query, a service matcher,
the core part of a service discovery facility matches the input and output
parameters of the query with that of each published service as shown in
Fig. 1.3.

Query
Input: location
Output: temperature

Matcher Service
repositoryPublished service

Matched Services

Fig. 1.3: Discovery
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which offer the function of a same single task with different QoS would
form a service class [5]. In selection phase, an appropriate service for
each task from its corresponding service class is selected according to
user’s QoS requirements.

1.2.4 Execution

In execution phase, the services selected for different tasks in the
selection phase are invoked according to the specified pattern. This phase
has to tackle real time issues such as transactional support, run-time errors/
faults, etc. The selected services may be even unavailable and in such
conditions alternate plans should be envisioned.

1.3 STATIC AND DYNAMIC SERVICE COMPOSITION

Service composition can be performed in two different ways, namely,
static and dynamic [6]. In a static composition, the planning, discovery
and selection are done prior to execution at design time itself. Static service
composition is suitable when the given business requirement is unlikely to
change in short time. Also in static composition the service providers and
their service offers should not change. Static composition does not permit
any changes in requirements at run time.

In dynamic composition, planning, discovery, selection and
invocation are performed at run time. Dynamic composition is flexible to
change the business requirements at run time. In dynamic service
composition, a user gives either a predefined workflow consisting of
abstract services or input and outputs of composite service (goal or the
composite service) as input at run time. If predefined workflow is given as
input, discovery, selection and invocation will take place automatically. If
goal is given as input, algorithms such as Artificial Intelligence (AI) based
planning algorithms or Finite State Machine (FSM) or workflow generation
tools are used to construct an abstract workflow dynamically at run time
based on the functional characteristics of given requirements. Discovery,
selection and execution will be performed for the abstract workflow
generated in the planning phase. Dynamic service composition provides
flexibility, agility and availability to enterprise application development
by handling the dynamic changes in business processes. New services are
created based on the run time demands of business processes. Dynamic
service composition enables enterprise systems to respond rapidly to the
unprecedented customer demands and changes in business processes.
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However, dynamic service composition is very complex and a number of
issues should be addressed during the process.

1.4 KEY ISSUES OF DYNAMIC SERVICE COMPOSITION

Dynamic service composition is very complex due to the following
issues [7-12].

In planning, workflows which represent business processes
have to be generated (using AI techniques) taking into account
the dynamic business requirements.
Composition should ensure composability (two services, say,
A and B are composable if the outputs of A are similar to the
inputs of B) among the services chosen for composition.
While discovering matched services for a task the similarity
between the task and its implementing service should meet the
similarity level demanded by clients. Some applications may
require highly compatible services for composition. For
example, a search for a CT Scan can be fulfilled only by a CT
Scan service (strict similarity need) whereas a search for Java
2 complete reference by Patrick can be fulfilled by an alternate
offer from Java 2 Bible by Yashwant (flexible similarity need).
Based on the nature of applications, some applications require
highly compatible services for composition and some other
applications may work even with less compatible services.
Dynamic service composition should discover services
according to the similarity demands of clients.
Another chief requirement of composition is that it should take
place within relatively short time as demanded by a client
application.
Service discovery is a mandatory pre-requisite for composition
and it is challenging. Several services are available for use in
repositories of various organizations and in the Web. Services
may be newly published and existing services may be modified.
Further, different service providers use different languages to
describe their services. There is no unique way for describing
services. Due to these reasons manual discovery in dynamic
environment is impractical. The primary requirements of
discovery process are automation of discovery, high retrieval
accuracy and short computation time.
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Quality of Service (QoS) requirements of clients should be
considered while selecting appropriate services for composition.
QoS requirements of clients arise from the nature of client
applications and it varies among applications. The signification
of QoS while selecting services for composition can be realized
with the following example.
Example:
Consider a client looks for a ‘Weather service’ during cyclonic
conditions with an intention of modeling atmospheric dispersion
characteristics. Here, the client specifically requires that the
response time of the service must be less than a second whereas
another client looks for the same weather service but with an
intention of simply knowing the existing weather conditions at
a given location. Here the client does not have a very strict
demand for response time of the service. A service having
response time of 3 seconds may even satisfy his purpose.
From the above example, even though the clients are looking
for the same function from a service offer, their non-functional
requirements are found to be different. To fulfill disparate QoS
demands of clients, service providers offer functionally similar
services with different QoS characteristics. (services having
same function but different QoS would form service class [9]).
So, corresponding to each task of a given workflow, many
services which implement that task but having different QoS
are available. This leads to the availability of several
combinations of services to implement a given process and the
best among them has to be chosen based on user’s QoS
constraints and preferences. Further, as one of the central
requirements of composition is its time limits, the selection
process has to be optimized for its performance.
Semantic matching imposes an implicit constraint to a client
that the client has to construct his query with the same
ontologies as that of providers. (i.e., semantic matching can be
performed only when ontologies of a provider and a client are
same). In practice, fulfilling this constraint is not always
possible (for example, constructing queries using the expected
ontologies is tedious for a consumer in a Business to Consumer
interaction). Composition should provide a flexible way for
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constructing queries when users could not find the expected
ontologies.
Composition should guarantee substitutability for a service
which may fail to deliver its expected function. Composition
should be scalable enough to handle many services. It should
consider exceptions and faults that occur during execution of
selected services. It should guarantee composition correctness
and transactional support.

1.5 SCOPE OF THE BOOK

Automated service discovery with high retrieval accuracy and
optimized performance is a mandatory prerequisite for dynamic service
composition. QoS characteristics of services help in selecting best services
(which best satisfy the demands of a client) for composition. Efficient
implementation of processes of discovery and selection is a must in many
applications, such as, e-health, e-tourism, etc. Thus, the scope of the book
is to address the central issues in discovery and selection phases of
composition. The specific problems covered in this book are given in
Fig. 1.4.

Discovery Selection

This reference book addresses central issues of

Explicitly focuses on

Performance Optimization of Discovery
Similarity Demands of Clients
Flexibility in Query Construction

Implicitly covers

Substitutability

Explicitly focuses on

Performance Optimization of
Selection

Indirectly addresses

Scalability

Specific scope of the
book

ExecutionPlanning

Fig. 1.4: Scope of the book
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1.6 OBJECTIVE OF THE BOOK

The objective of this book is to propose a set of techniques and
methods for four central issues of dynamic service composition, viz.,
performance optimization of semantic service discovery, performance
optimization of selection of services based on non-functional
characteristics/QoS of services, similarity demands of client applications
and issues in query construction. The issues are discussed in detail in the
following sub sections.

1.6.1 Performance Optimization of Discovery

Service discovery is complex due to the existence of substantial
number of services on the Web and frequent update of service descriptions.
Further, there is no uniformity or unique standard among service providers
for describing their service descriptions. Conversely, realization of complex
business requirements needs multiple services from different domains to
be discovered and composed in complex chain in relatively short time. So,
manual creation of composite service is time-consuming and even becomes
impractical in real applications. Hence, discovery should be automated.
To automate discovery and composition it is essential to formulate services
as machine interpretable entities. The conventional WSDL based service
descriptions are syntactic in nature and they are not sufficient for machine
processing.

The evolution of semantic web and the need for machine processing
in service discovery leads to the inventions of various semantic web services
[13] such as Web Service Description Language –Semantics WSDL-S
[14], Semantically Annotated Web Service Description Language(SA-
WSDL) [15], Web Ontology Language for Services(OWL-S) [16] and
Web Service Modeling Languages(WSML) [17]. Semantic service
description languages allow service providers to express their intended
semantics as ontologies. Ontology models the knowledge and semantics
about a particular domain using concepts and relationships between them
in a formal way. Web Ontology Language (OWL) [18] has evolved as a
standard for representing semantics of concepts using Description Logic
(DL) logic formalism.

Semantic web services are services whose properties, capabilities
and interfaces are described in unambiguous and machine-interpretable
form using ontologies, i.e., while describing descriptions of services, the
service providers can explicate their intended semantics using concepts
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from ontologies. Since ontologies provide formal definitions of concepts
there will be no ambiguity and machines can interpret/process service
descriptions. Hence, semantics has brought maximal automation into
discovery and composition [19]. Corresponding to DL [20] based logic
formalism in semantic description languages, DL based reasoners such as
Pellet [21] are used to find semantic relations among various concepts
while discovering matched services of a given query. A typical semantic
service discovery infrastructure, given in Fig. 1.5, consists of two core
elements, namely, semantic matcher and an ontology reasoner.

In practice, the services offered by service providers are published
in service repository. Ontologies of services are archived in ontology
repository. Service clients find the services for their queries using semantic
matching algorithms. During semantic discovery, service clients express
their queries along with their intended ontologies. This means that typically
a query contains the required inputs and outputs (functional characteristics)
and their ontologies. While discovering matched services for a given query,
a matching algorithm, at first checks whether the ontologies of query and
published services are same. If ontologies of a query and a published service
are found to be same, then the service matcher (the matching algorithm)
matches query with each published service available in a service repository.
During matching, the matcher finds various semantic relationships, namely,
exact, plug-in, subsumes and fail, given in [22] that could exist between
the concepts of query and that of published services using ontology
reasoner. Based on the semantic relationships between the query and the
published service, the matcher decides whether a published service is a
matched service or not. Though the semantics has brought sufficient
accuracy and automation into discovery, the semantic reasoning process
is time consuming. During reasoning, ontologies of services are loaded
into the reasoner and then the loaded ontologies are organized into classified
ontology. The reasoner infers various semantic relations using the classified
ontology. For any typical semantic reasoner, the time required to perform
semantic matching for a single service query composed of ten concepts is
of the order of 4 to 5 seconds [23-25].
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One of the central features of dynamic service composition is that
the composition must complete within the specified (relatively short) time
limits as demanded by client applications. This necessitates the performance
optimization of semantic discovery. Semantics have been proposed as a
key to perform discovery and composition automatically. However, most
of semantic composition approaches still remain at a stage of low efficiency
because of the performance issues brought by the ontology reasoning.

1.6.2 Similarity Demands of Clients

While discovering services for the tasks present in a workflow, a
semantic matcher matches the published services against the inputs and
outputs of a task and decides whether a published service is a matched
service or not based on the degree of similarity between the published
service and the task. The level of similarity required for deciding whether
a service is a matched service varies from application to application.

Most of the existing discovery mechanisms such as [26], [25], [27]
[28] adopt four levels of Degree of Match (DoM), namely, equivalent,
plug-in, subsumes and fail presented in. [22] But these levels of DoM as
such may not be suitable to all applications. This is illustrated using the
following two examples.

Service
matcher

Ontology
reasoner

Service
repository

Ontology
repository

Query

Discovery
infrastructure

Semantically
matched services

Fig. 1.5: Typical semantic service discovery infrastructure
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During discovery, existing approaches such as [28] will find a service
returning the details of General Physician as a matched service of the task
(as according to the given fragment of ontology General Physician is a
super class of Cardiologist). Also, methods such as [29] will find services
returning details of Gynecologist and Child Specialist as matched services
(as according to the given fragment of ontology Gynecologist and Child
Specialist are siblings of Cardiologist). It is understood that though General
physician, Gynecologist and Child Specialist are semantically related to
Cardiologist, the task cannot be implemented using services which return
the details of General physician, Gynecologist and Child Specialist. The
task can be fulfilled only by its ‘Equivalent’ matches.

Example 2:
Let us consider another task which performs the function, ‘Book

tickets in XYZ Airlines to travel from Singapore to London on 2nd October

Example 1:
Consider a task ‘findCardiologist’. Let the function of the task be to

find the details of a cardiologist in a given hospital. The input and the
output of the task are Hospital and Cardiologist respectively. Let us
consider a fragment of an imaginary ontology given in Fig. 1.6 which is
used to describe the output Cardiologist.

General Physician

Cardiologist

Gynecologist Child Specialist

Fig. 1.6: Fragment of imaginary ontology
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2012’. Here, the task may be implemented using a service offer from an
alternate airlines other than XYZ Airlines such as ABC Airlines (assume
that ABC Airlines provides the same function as XYZ Airlines and ABC
Airlines is a sibling of XYZ Airlines) when seats are not available with
XYZ Airlines. In this case, though ABC Airlines is not requested by the
client, the offer from ABC Airlines is acceptable. Hence, the required degree
of match between a task and its implementing service is dependent on the
nature of applications and it should be handled according to application
requirements.

1.6.3 Performance Optimization of Selection

Besides functional requirements, service clients have their own QoS
constraints and preferences according to the nature of their applications.
Hence it is essential to select an appropriate service for each task which
delivers maximum utility to the user, from its corresponding service class.
Two major methods, namely, global planning and local selection [30] are
used to handle QoS based service selection. In global approaches, one
service from each service class is taken and combined into a composite
service. Then the QoS attributes of composite service are computed and
checked for their compliance against user’s QoS requirements. Though
global approaches are able to detect the optimal service for a task, the
number of combinations involved in finding an appropriate service
combination increases exponentially with respect to the number of service
classes. This results in exponential time complexity which prevents the
usage of global approaches in real time composition scenarios.

To reduce the time complexity of global planning, local selection
method is being used. Local selection method treats the selection of an
appropriate service combination for a given workflow as main problem
and divides the main problem into n sub problems where n indicates the
number of tasks in the workflow. The sub problems are constructed by
decomposing the given user’s QoS constraints called global constraints
which are meant for the entire workflow (users are unaware of service
composition and they do not have the knowledge that whether their queries
are fulfilled by atomic service or composite service) into local constraints
and assigning the local constraints to the individual tasks in the workflow.
Each sub problem is resolved to select an appropriate service (according
to QoS preferences which is captured as utility function) for each task
from its respective service class subject to its local constraints. Though
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the method presented in [31] is extensively used for decomposing the global
constraints it handles decomposition of constraints only to sequential
workflows. But commercial business applications are frequently
accomplished by combinational workflows having various kinds of
execution patterns such as OR pattern, AND pattern, loop, etc. This method
uses Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) to compute local constraints and
hence it suffers from poor time characteristics when number of services
grows. Also, the computation time of this method is influenced by number
of constraints. Hence an efficient method of decomposing constraints which
could resolve the above issues resolved as well as having less computation
time is a must for quick and efficient selection.

1.6.4 Inflexibility in Query Construction

Despite semantic service discovery has brought high accuracy and
maximal automation into discovery [19], it suffers from the following
practical issue.

Semantic matching between a query and an advertised service can
be performed only when ontologies used by the service provider and the
client are same. This imposes an implicit constraint to a client that a client
has to construct his query according to provider’s ontologies. But practically
satisfying this constraint is difficult as in most of the Business to Consumer
(B2C) or even in some Business to Business (B2B) environments clients
could not construct their requirements according to provider’s
ontologies.[32] Hence when users do not find expected ontologies to
construct their queries, some means of flexibility should be provided to
construct queries.

1.7 MOTIVATING QUESTIONS

The above issues raise the need for developing a set of efficient
methods to handle the performance optimization of discovery and selection
considering level of similarity needs as demanded by clients and issues in
constructing queries. In particular, the preparation of the contents of the
book is guided by the following motivating questions.

Q1: How are the disparate similarity needs of client applications
handled?

How can we define new or more levels of Degree of Match to express
semantic relations among concepts?
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Q2: How can the discovery phase of service composition be
optimized for its performance?

Which methods can reduce the search space while discovering
functionally matched services for a given task?

Which methods provide a way to avoid invoking ontology reasoning
during querying?

Q3: How can the selection phase of service composition be
optimized for its performance?

Which methods can we use for optimizing the computation time
involved in QoS selection?

How can we reduce the search space while selecting appropriate
services?

Q4: How can flexibility be brought while constructing query
ontologies?

Is there any method which accepts user’s queries even without
ontologies but provides accuracy comparable to semantic discovery?

1.8 ORGANIZATION OF THE BOOK

The book is organized as follows: Chapter 1 presents background or
objective of the book. Chapter 2 presents the review of literature relevant
to the context of the book. Chapter 3 describes the problem definition and
methodologies used to resolve the problems that have been taken up to
resolve. Chapter 4 describes the how the conventional levels of Degree of
Match (DoM) are extended to new levels of DoM which form as essentials
or basis of semantic discovery. Chapter 5 describes clustering based
solution for optimizing semantic service discovery. Chapter 6 describes a
unique index based solution for improving the performance of semantic
service discovery. Chapter 7 proposes WordNet (Generic ontology) based
discovery which alleviates the problems in expressing query ontologies.
Chapter 8 presents the proposed method of optimizing the performance of
QoS based selection. Finally, Chapter 9 concludes this book and outlines
some future work in this area.




